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Sulger - Buel Gallery cordially invites you to attend the opening reception of
“The Future Is Female” , displaying a cohort of our best women artists. This group show
pays homage to the feminist art movement in capturing the major underrepresentation of
women artist sin a ultimately patriarchal contemporary art world. As Fashion Week and
International Women’s Day occur in February and March respectively, we seek to bring
more visibility to women within art history and art practice. The group exhibition will be
opened in the presence of the artists on Thursday the 30th of January 2020 at 18:30 and
concludes on the 5th March 2020.

Sulger-Buel Gallery is deeply proud and excited to have such
an impressive cohort of artists (who happen to be women), all
luminaries in their own right creating art in a deeply thoughtful,
eco-incentivized, provocatively authentic and artisanal fashion.
The commonalities inculcated within each of these egalitarian
pieces are themes of integrity, environmental conservation and
cultural conservation all captured in explosive narrative. In the
great words of Donna Karan “I believe in the power of women.
As nurturers, we have the ability to care and share and make
the world a better place”
The nurturing manner in which artists like Ghizlane Sahli present
the collateral beauty of recycling and re-use as a means to
achieving such resplendent, ethereal, biomorphic organ-like
shapes. This further consolidates the validity in the need for
women to be involved in conversations that find themselves
within the slipstream of international commentary which for long
has remained predominantly patriarchal. It is our hope that this
group show will capture the importance of women in places of
power as integral and not subject to tokenism. The future is
indeed female!

About The Artists:
Carolyn Parton
Born 1964 in Cape Town, South Africa
Lives and works in Cape Town, South Africa
Carolyn Parton is fundamentally a self-described sculptural painter, innovatively extending the
medium through her exploration of paint as physical matter; embedded with memory. Her research
article Extended Traces: Tracking the impact of painter upon environment was published in 2010.
Georgina Maxim
Born 1980 in Harare, Zimbabwe
Lives and works between Bayreuth, Germany and Harare, Zimbabwe
An exhibitor within the Zimbabwean Pavilion of the Venice Biennale, Maxim's work functions in
part as meditation for the artist. As self-healing and self-recognition, hours spent alone but not
lonely and working in the monotony of the same thread, finding only variation in the next colour.
The colour and stitch can and may be translated into and as cicatrices of every little scar, laughter
and stitch.
Péju Alatise
Born 1975 in Lagos, Nigeria
Lives and works in Lagos, Nigeria
A fellow at the Smithsonian National Museum of African Art and the 2017 winner of the FNB Art
Prize in Johannesburg, Péju is an interdisciplinary artist, architect and author of two novels, she has
been practicing as an independent studio artist in Nigeria since 1998. She has been consistent with

her experimentation with materials and techniques as a medium to analyze various socio-political
issues.

Jenna Burchell
Born 1985 in Pietermaritzburg, South Africa
Lives and works in Pretoria, South Africa
Burchell works as an anti-disciplinary South African artist weaving together various forms of science
and technology, ideas sourced from and (critical of) anthropology, along with sound and
interactivity in her art. Her work often fuses the digital with the natural world through sculptural
objects and interactive environments.
Ghizlane Sahli
Born 1973 in Meknes, Morocco
Lives and works in Morocco

In less than a decade, Sahli became fairly renowned for her award-winning tissue creations. She
continues her work with the support system of a cohort of local artisan women. Through her acts of
recycling, re-energizing and re-use, she draws attention to critical environmental issues while also
evoking beauty that potentially lies underneath and embedded within the seemingly every day.

Details of Venue:
Address: The Loft, 51 Surrey Row, Unit 2 La Gare, London SE1 0BZ
Telephone: +444 203 268 2101
Duration: January 2020 at 18:30 – March 2020
Gallery hours during exhibitions: Monday - Friday: 10:00 - 18:00
Weekends or other times by *appointment only.
About Sulger - Buel Gallery :
With over three decades experience in collecting and studying African Art,
Christian Sulger - Buel became the remaining partner of Sulger - Buel Lovell
Gallery which had been ora, the team at Sulger - Buel Gallery builds on half a
decade's commercial experience in presenting dynamic, challenging and exciting
art exhibitions, publications and advisory services.
The gallery provides a focus for those in London to acquaint themselves with
choice work from one of the fastest developing, ground - breaking and important
areas in the field today – Modern & Contemporary African art. Visitors and
collectors can look forward to cutting - edge and influential exhibitions at its
London space as well as at international art fairs.
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